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Abstract—This work focuses on designing an optimal, and
adaptive data caching mechanism to be implemented within
sensor-cloud environment. Data caching within sensor-cloud is
already explored in a previous work. However, the work lacked
timeliness of data delivery, i.e., the response time of a query
was large due to repeated caching. Further, the design of the
work did not consider incoming sensor data within an unstable
environment. To address these difficulties, we propose a revised
scheme that modifies the existing caching architecture. This
work models the data caching to be followed with the External
Cache (EC) and the Internal Cache (IC). Results show that
the new model considers both stable and unstable environment
and accurately estimates the change of environment over time.
Further, the experimental results depict that the timeliness of
data is improved to 93.4% and the queries undergo comparatively
lower response time thereby, justifying the real-time applicability
of the proposed scheme.

Index Terms—Caching, Sensor-cloud, Energy, Latency

I. BACKGROUND

Recent research has already acknowledged sensor-cloud in-
frastructure as a potential substitute for the traditional Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSNs) [1]–[3]. Traditional WSNs have cer-
tain limitations inclusive of difficulties in scalability, vendor-
specific designs, and heavy expenditures of ownership and
maintenance [4]–[6]. To address the afore-mentioned issues,
Yuriyama and Kushida proposed sensor-cloud infrastructure
[7] after which several subsequent research works have ac-
knowledged the platform for its improvised performance.
Sensor-cloud infrastructure [7], [8] is a cloud-based infrastruc-
ture that virtualizes physical sensor nodes into virtual sensors
and renders Sensors-as-a-Service (Se-aaS). Contemporary re-
search has already explored different direction of sensor-cloud
infrastructure [9]–[12] out of which one work, which is also
one of our previous works, involves incorporating data caching
mechanisms within sensor-cloud platforms [13]. The work
proposes a dynamic and adaptive caching technique within
sensor-cloud to achieve efficiency in virtualization. However,
the proposed algorithm fails to achieve the timeliness of the
data while serving the end-users.

In this work, we investigate the drawback of the afore-
mentioned work and resolve it by proposing an enhanced data
caching algorithm to be followed extensively within sensor-
cloud platforms.

A. Motivation

Sensor-cloud infrastructure connects the physical world
comprising of physical sensor nodes with the cyber world.
The infrastructure allows the dissemination of sensor service to
the common mass of people in a simple obtainable form. End-
users of sensor-cloud are required to simply required to submit
their application requirements through a web interface. The re-
quirements are decoded in terms of physical sensor allocation.
The allocated physical sensors are effectively grouped into
virtual sensors and the aggregated information is transmitted
to the end-users in terms of Se-aaS.

As mentioned earlier, in one of our prior works [13], we
have already explored the motivation behind introducing data
caching techniques within sensor-cloud. Although the work
designed a unique cache-based sensor-cloud architecture and
proposed a dynamic data caching algorithm, yet there were
some technical limitations as follows:

(i) Rationale behind the two cache units: Firstly, although
the work mentions the presence of two distinct cache
structures, there is no explicit rationale behind this count,
i.e., the reasoning supporting the requirement of the two
cache units is missing. Further, the difference in the
significance of EC and IC is also unclear.

(i) Timeliness of data: The work only achieves to extract and
serve the end-users with 85.91% data timeliness, i.e., any
query triggered at the 100th time instant is fed with data
of the 85th time instant which means that the recency of
the data is somewhat questionable.

(ii) Delay Analysis: Further, the work does not consider the
delay incurred in the process of caching and re-caching
which is extremely crucial to judge the performance of
the algorithm.

(iii) Unstable Environment Considerations: Although the
work achieves improved network performance, it fails
to respond correctly during turbulent or unstable en-
vironmental conditions, i.e., when the change of the
environment between consecutive time instants is greater
than a threshold and varies hugely.

These limitations strongly motivated us to revisit the prob-
lem and propose alternative solutions to address the above
difficulties.
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B. Contribution

This work proposes an enhanced, optimal, and adaptive data
caching mechanism to be implemented within sensor-cloud
platforms. The work focuses to design an accurate, and real-
time data caching scheme with simultaneous considerations of
the resource constraints of the sensor nodes. The contributions
of the work are multifold. Firstly, the work identifies the
difficulties with the existing caching techniques that are in use
within sensor-cloud platforms. The work attempts to resolve
these difficulties and develop an improved mechanism for
efficient data caching. The work proposes significant changes
in the positioning of the internal and the external cache
units and justifies the rationale of their existence. Further,
we model both the external and the internal cache units. For
modeling of the external cache, the energy considerations of
a sensor node are taken into account whereas, for modeling
the internal cache, the accuracy of data provisioning is con-
templated. We thouroughly study and analyze the performance
of the proposed work in terms of its accuracy in the internal
computations, its implications on network performance, the
optimizations achieved in re-caching, and the effects in the
timeliness of data delivery. Last, but not the least, unlike
the existing work, this work successfully considers unstable
environment thereby incorporating adaptiveness to deal with
turbulence of data.

II. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

In this Section, we propose a revised architecture of caching
within sensor-cloud. The prior architecture propounded by us
[13] is indicated in Figure 1(a). It is clearly observed that there
are two caches – External Cache (EC) and the Internal Cache
(IC). The EC directly captures the change of data from the
physical environment and refreshes the content periodically.
Therefore, the content of EC varies with the change of the
physical environment. On the other hand, the IC receives the
data from the EC and the change in the content of IC is
dependent on the change of EC.

The proposed architecture, as shown in Figure 1(b), also in-
dicates two cache blocks. Firstly, we observe that the position
of EC is unchanged. However, the modeling of the EC will be
significantly changed to address issues (ii) and (iv) of Section
IA. The position of the IC is within a Virtual Machine (VM)
allocated to an end-user. When an end-user E1 requests for Se-
aaS from a particular set of sensors for the first time, the data
query is redirected to the EC. If the data has been previously
cached, and the cache has not yet expired, the corresponding
data is fetched from the EC and transmitted to the VM (VM1)
of E1. The data received at VM1 is further cached within
IC1 so that any subsequent query generated by E1 involving
data retrieval from the same set of sensors may be obtained
from IC1. Now, if another end-user E2 wishes to access the
sensor data from the same set of sensors, the corresponding
data query is fed with cached data retrieved from EC subjected
to the recency of the data.

III. REVISED MODEL OF THE EXTERNAL CACHE

In this Section we propose a revised model of the EC.
Unlike the previous work, the primary difference in the
model of the revised EC is its improved adaptive nature,
i.e., the ability to incorporate sudden changes in the incom-
ing data pattern of a sensor. From our previous work, we
directly obtain that the current memory m of EC, at time
t, mEC(t), is a k tuple, and is expressed as mEC(t) =
{(rsi,1, t1), (rsi,2, t2), ..., (rsi,k, tk)} where (rsi,j , tj) is the
sensor data from sensor si reported as tj time instant. The
mean rate of change of the environment over the k time
instants is obtained as,

Mk =

k∑
j=2

| mEC(t).rsi,j −mEC(t).rsi,j−1 |

k∑
j=2

mEC(t).ti −mEC(t).ti−1

(1)

However, the proposed work formulates the expected rate of
change of environment with a difference. We have,

E(Mk) =

k∑
j=2

αj ×mEC(t).rsi,j

k∑
j=2

mEC(t).ti −mEC(t).ti−1

(2)

where αj is a multiplicative factor to the jth sensor data value.
αj is expressed as,

αj =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

αj−1, if | mEC(t).rsi,j −mEC(t).rsi,j−1 |≤ rth

αj−1 +

[
mEC(t).rsi,j−mEC(t).rsi,j−1

]
×αj−1

mEC(t).rsi,j
, otherwise

(3)
Thus, for k consecutive time instants, the magnitude of α will
alter (or remain same subjected to conditions) as per Equation
(3). The change of the sensed data at every time instant
will affect the value of α which, in turn, directly affects the
magnitude of E(Mk). We further re-formulate the equation
of the cost incurred to extract non-cached sensor data from
the physical environment. At a particular time, let us assume
that Etr, Es, Er be the respective energy expenditures due to
transmission of a single data packet of size p bytes, sensing
per unit time, and receiving a packet. Therefore, at time j, to
receive nt data packets from sensor si subjected to distinct d
sensing events, the total energy cost incurred is as follows:

Ej = pntEtr + (tj+1 − tj)Es + pnrEr (4)

nr is the number of packets transmitted to the sensor for data

querying. Hence, we have, E =
k∑

j=1

Ej . Thus,

Ek = k
(
pntEtr + pnrEr

)
+

k∑
j=1

(tj+1 − tj)Es (5)
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(a) Existing architecture [13] (b) Cache-enabled architecture

Figure 1: Previous and the proposed architectures for data caching in sensor-cloud

At k′ time instant at which re-caching occurs, we have, Ek′ =

k′
(
pntEtr + pnrEr

)
+

k′∑
j=1

(tj+1 − tj)Es, i.e.,

Ek′= pk′
(
ntEtr + nrEr

)
+

k∑
j=1

(tj+1 − tj)Es+(k
′ − k)Es (6)

Now, to consider the cost incurred due to the delay of fetching
the data from the EC to the VM, Ed is considered which in-
cludes the cumulative energy expenditure due to miscellaneous
activities, e.g. computation in EC, packet propagation from EC
to VM, and additional overhead, if any. Thus, for transmission
of a single byte, Equation (6) can be rewritten as:

Ek′= pk′
(
ntEtr+nrEr+Ednt

)
+

k∑
j=1

(tj+1−tj)Es+(k′−k)Es

(7)

Now, the overall problem can be stated as, given the k

time instants at which caching has occurred, i.e., EC had
been refreshed and updated, we need to determine k′ at
which EC has to be updated subjected to energy constraints.
Mathematically, we maximize Δk = k′ − k subject to,

Ek′ ≤ Eth and E(Mk) ≤ Mth1 (8)

where Mth1 and Eth are the threshold minimum of the
expected rate of change of the environment and the energy
expenditure, respectively. Therefore, considering λ as the
Lagrangian multiplier, our final multi-objective minimization
problem is stated as:

1

k′ − k
− λ

[
(pk′

(
ntEtr +nrEr + Ednt

)
+

k∑
j=1

(tj+1 − tj)Es

+ (k′ − k)Es − Eth

]
− λ

[
E(Mk)−Mth1

]
= 0 (9)

Based on the value of λ, as obtained from Equation (9), the
maximum value of k′ is obtained satisfying the constraints as
per Equations (8).

IV. REVISED MODEL OF THE INTERNAL CACHE

Similar to the model of the EC, we obtain that the current
memory of IC, at time t, mIC(t), is an m tuple, and is
expressed as mIC(t) = {(hsi,1, t1), (hsi,2, t2), ..., (hsi,k, tm)}
where (hsi,j , tj) is the cache sensor data from sensor si
obtained from EC at tj time instant. The last caching was
performed at mth time instant. Thus, the mean rate of change
of the data of the EC over the m time instants is obtained as,

Mm =

k∑
j=2

| mIC(t).hsi,j −mIC(t).hsi,j−1 |

k∑
j=2

mIC(t).ti −mIC(t).ti−1

(10)

Similar to Equation (2), the expected rate of change of EC is,

E(Mm) =

k∑
j=2

βj ×mIC(t).hsi,j

k∑
j=2

mIC(t).ti −mIC(t).ti−1

(11)

where βj is a multiplicative factor to the jth sensor data value.
βj is expressed as,

βj =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

βj−1, if | mIC(t).hsi,j −mIC(t).hsi,j−1 |≤ hth

βj−1 +

[
mIC(t).hsi,j

−mIC(t).hsi,j−1

]
×βj−1

mIC(t).hsi,j
, otherwise

(12)
where hth is the threshold maximum for the change of
the magnitude of the sensor data between two consecutive
time instants. Now, considering that the accuracy of data
provisioning of a particular sensor si at a time t, Asi(t), is
proportional to the inverse of the mean square error of the data
at EC and at IC. Therefore,

Asi(t) =

[
1

t

t∑
j=1

(
mEC(t).hsi,j −mIC(t).hsi,j

)2]−1

(13)
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If m′ be the next instant for caching within IC, our goal is
Maximize (m′ −m) subject to,[

1

t

t∑
j=1

(
mEC(t).hsi,j −mIC(t).hsi,j

)2]
< eth (14)

and E(Mm) ≤ Mth2 (15)

where eth is the threshold minimum for the means square error
and Mth2 is the threshold for the rate of change of EC. Thus,
m′ belongs to the solutions set of the following equation:

1

m′ −m
−λ

[
1

t

t∑
j=1

(
mEC(t).hsi,j −mIC(t).hsi,j

)2
−eth

]

− λ

[
E(Mm)−Mth2

]
= 0 (16)

On solving the above Equation, we obtain the value of m′ at
which re-caching is required within IC.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this Section, we study and analyze the performance of the
proposed scheme. The experimental set is illustrated in Table I.
As we observe that we have revised the formulation for the ex-
pectation of the rate of change of data of the environment and
the EC. Therefore, to analyze the change in the performance,
we first study the comparative performance in estimating the
expected values. Figure 2 shows the variation of actual sensor
data from the expected values over time. A stable environment
is one in which sensor data at two consecutive time instants
vary within a very small range (±0.5% in our case), i.e.,
the variation of sensor data is insignificant over time. In an
unstable environment, the variation in the magnitude of sensor
data at two consecutive time instants is reasonably high (±2%
in our case). We observe that in a stable environment, as
indicated in Figure 2(a), the computation of expected values
(by Equations (2) and (11)) are better compared to that of
the existing work. Further, in Figure 2(b), we observe that
unlike the previous work, the expectation of the values are
more accurate in the proposed work. This is primarily because
of the introduction of the multiplicative factor based on the
change in the magnitude of the sensor data. To justify our
results, we compute the Mean Square Error of the actual and
the expected values, as shown in Figure 3. For both the EC
(as indicated in Figure 3(a)) and IC (as indicated in Figure
3(b)), the error is significantly higher in case of the existing
scheme and it reduces under the proposed scheme.

Table I: Experimental Setup

Parameters Values
Deployment Area 1000 m ×1000 m
Deployment Uniform, random
Number of nodes 50
Communication range [50, 100] m
Channel overhead [1, 5]%
Transmission energy 7 nJ/bit
Computation energy 5 nJ/sec
Number of query {10, 50, 200, 500 }
Number of time instants 100
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Figure 2: Comparative study of accuracy in determination of
the expected values in EC and IC under stable and unstable
environmental conditions
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Figure 3: Comparative study of the Mean square Error in
computation of the expected values in EC and IC

To analyze the effects on the network performance, we
perform an experiment to study the energy consumption and
the network lifetime as the network parameters. Figure 4
depicts the variation of the cumulative energy consumption and
the network lifetime over time under three distinct scenarios –
(a) without caching (b) caching under the existing scheme and
(c) caching under the proposed scheme. Quite obviously, in
absence of caching, the consumption of energy is significantly
high as shown in Figure 4(a). However, due to accurate
computation of the expected values, the energy consumption
is satisfactorily reduced. This directly affects the network
lifetime, as indicated in Figure 4(b). It is observed that the
network lifetime is hugely increased with the existing and
the non-caching scheme. Further, we also notice in Figure 5
that there is difference in the caching instant compared to the
previous work. We observe that while caching with EC (in
Figure 5(a)) and IC (in Figure 5(b)), the existing technique
responded much after the change in the environment or the
EC has reached the threshold. However, it is noticed that the
existing scheme responds almost immediately with the change
of the data thereby, inferring a better adaptability.

As previously mentioned in Section IA, the existing work
did not analyze the delay incurred in the process of caching.
To study this aspect, we perform an experiment, as shown
in Figure 6, under multiple scenarios by varying the query
count. For a particular query count we study 5 different cases
and depict the response time to the queries. In Figure 6, the
first bar depicts the time instant at which 10 queries were
simultaneously triggered. The response time of all the queries
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Figure 6: Comparative analysis of the response time under different query count
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Figure 4: Comparative analysis of network performance

(a) Re-caching in EC (b) Re-caching in IC

Figure 5: Comparative analysis of the time instants for re-
caching

under the existing and the proposed caching techniques are
indicated by the second and the third bar, respectively. We
observe that for query count 10 and 50 (Figure 6(a) and 6(b),
respectively), the response time of the proposed scheme is
marginally low compared to the existing scheme. However,
with increased query count of 200 and 500 (Figure 6(c) and
6(d), the response time is notably low under the proposed
scheme. The timeliness is observed to have increased from
85.91% to 93.4%. This is mainly due to accurate re-caching
at correct time instants.

VI. CONCLUSION

This work examines the difficulties with the existing caching
techniques and revises the mathematical modeling of the EC
and the IC from the existing scheme. The work clearly re-
formulates the design of estimation of the expected values
for the rate of change of environment. Results show that
the proposed scheme estimates the expected values with a
significantly reduced error compared to the existing scheme.
The experiments also demonstrate enhancement in the network

performance and the low response time of the proposed
scheme thereby justifying its real-time applicability.
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